


The Law Institute of Victoria (LIV) publishes great 
information on regional firms on its website.
http://www.liv.asn.au/. You can also email the DLSS 
with your questions at careers@dlssgeelong.com.au

Where can I find more information?
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The graduate recruitment 
market is shrinking - 
everybody knows it. 
Everybody’s talking about it, 
and if they’re not talking 
about it, they’re sick of 
hearing about it. Whatever 
category you fall into, there’s 
no escaping the fact that the 
city job you’ve been planning 
for will be harder to get, if it 
still exists.

With this in mind, students 
are being encouraged to look 
to regional areas for 
employment. 

For many of us, this seems 
like the less appealing option. 
However, a regional career 
can offer lifestyle and job 
satisfaction that easily rivals 
one in the city.

In this guide, the DLSS is 
bringing comprehensive 
information about gaining 
work experience and 
employment in the law in 
regional Victoria. You’ll also 
find profiles of major regional 
employers who run formal 
clerkship, graduate or work 
experience programs. 

It’s important to note that 
these aren’t the only 
employers out there – many 
more are willing to employ 
students who approach them 
directly. This is often the best 
way to get work experience 
or employment – the worst 
thing anyone will say to you 
is “no”!

Stephanie Davies
Vice President of Careers

Photograph by Laura Bentley
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Living outside 
Melbourne isn’t dull!

Cost of Living
Renting a property in the 
city is an expensive 
exercise! However, in 
regional areas, property 
prices and rent can be as 
little as half the price of an 
equivalent property in 
Melbourne.

Commuting time
Those Metro delays? Not 
an issue outside 
Melbourne! VLine offers 
reliable, comfortable and 
affordable transport to the 
city on a regular basis, 
often within travel times of 
less than 2 hours 

Sport and Culture
Regional areas have a 
great variety of sporting 
and cultural opportunities 
on offer. Geelong has AFL 
matches, and major 
festivals events like Golden 
Plains and the Meredith 
Music Festival are just a 
short drive from Geelong 
or Ballarat. There are an 
enviable range of pubs, 
cafes, restaurants and 
nightspots on offer. There 
are also law associations, 
connected to the LIV. 

Big firms just aren’t in the 
city!
If you’re absolutely set on 
working for a large firm, 
many are based in regional   
areas! Slater and Gordon, 
Maurice Blackburn, Ryan 
Carlisle Thomas and the 
TAC are all large 
employers with a presence 
in regional Victoria. 

The advantages of working in 
regional Victoria
Stephanie Davies, Vice President of Careers for the DLSS (Geelong)

Working in a regional area, even in a graduate role, has many 
advantages above and beyond those that are offered by large 
inner city firms. 

Variety
Many regional firms offer a variety of practice areas, ranging from 
family law to estate planning, to property and commercial law. 
Though you will have studied multiple areas of law upon your 
graduation, your practical experience will be limited to a few 
specific areas. Working in a regional firm grants you the opportunity 
to gain experience in multiple areas of law, and decide what you 
really like.

Autonomy
As regional firms tend to be smaller, there is a higher 
demand on graduates to use their skills in a range of 
different responsibilities. This could mean running files, 
appearing in court, meeting with clients and attending 
settlements - as opposed to spending days assisting with 
discovery. 

Mentoring
The small size of regional law firms means that you are likely to 
be one of a small group of graduates, rather than one of fifteen 
or twenty. Therefore, senior staff and partners have more time to 
assist you with tricky matters and foster your skills as a lawyer. 



Earlier this year I found 
myself in an unusual 
situation, far from my 
normal existence as a uni 
student in suburbia.
Waylaid by travel planning that 
left a touch to be desired, I was 
booked to stay the night in a 
motel in the Victorian township 
of Clunes.  The township is a 
place of historical significance, 
retaining its gold mining 
heritage and promoting its 
proximity within half an hour of 
both Ballarat and Daylesford. 

Whilst my unusual travel plans 
have little to do with regional 
careers, my experience that 
night at the National Hotel in 
Clunes says much about why 
you might want to consider 
choosing to establish a life and 
career in regional Victoria. 

Regional areas are made great 
by the sense of community that 
they foster. My short time spent 
in the bar of the National Hotel 
Clunes gave me a glimpse of 
life in a regional town.  Clunes 
is a small centre with a 
population of under 900 and 
median house prices under 
$200,000. On this particular 
night, the pub was a hub of 
activity with the bar and dining 
room packed. 

As a visitor, what was apparent 
was the friendly tone of 
conversation, relaxed feel of the 
hotel, joy of children from 
different families playing 
together once again, and 
friends casually catching up on 
the week’s events. The vibe was 
one completely different to 
many of the more polished 
suburban hotels and restaurants 
and one I could easily get used 
to. 

As we look ahead 
to our legal 
careers, regional 
areas should not be 
ignored. 

The collective spirit of 
regional areas has 
fostered a number of law 
associations including 
the:

•Ballarat & District Law 
Association

•Bendigo Law 
Association

•Geelong Law 
Association

•Gippsland Law 
Association

•Goulburn Valley Law 
Association

•Mornington Peninsula 
Solicitors Association

•North East Law 
Association

•North West Law 
Association

•Western District Law 
Association; and

•Wimmera Law 
Association.

Networking with these 
organisations will help build 
connections in their 
communities and may lead 
to that elusive work 
experience or job.  

Law Institute of 
Victoria research has 
identified several 
characteristics that set 
regional practice apart 
from metropolitan 
firms. 

Compared to their 
Melbourne counterparts, 
regional practitioners 
generally work in smaller 
teams, work for firms that 
value lawyers as individuals 
more highly, offer more 
reasonable and flexible 
working hours, undertake a 
wider variety of legal work, 
share more responsibility 
with younger lawyers, focus 
on nurturing community and 
client relationships and offer 
faster paths to partnership. 

Additionally the 
survey reported that 
regional practitioners 
were retained for an 
average of four years 
– far above the churn 
of larger Melbourne 
firms. 
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A graduate’s perspective
Dermot Conaughton, Careers Officer for the DLSS (Geelong)

Recently the DLSS Geelong Careers team had the opportunity of 
Interviewing a recent Deakin Graduate, Xavier Ryan, who now 
works as an associate lawyer in a regional Law Firm.  Like many 
Deakin Law students Xavier relocated to Geelong to pursue his 
studies before returning to his hometown of Ballarat to begin his 
career in the legal profession. 

Xavier graduated with honours from Deakin University in 2012 with 
a double degree in Law and Commerce. Xavier then completed his 
Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice at The College of Law before 
being admitted to practise in October 2013. Xavier now works as 
part of the business law department at Heinz and Partners in 
Ballarat where he provides clients with advice on a wide variety of 
business matters.

In the interview with Xavier, we were able to gain some wonderful 
insights into his decision to return to Ballarat to practice. Xavier also 
provided some invaluable advice that every law student should be 
aware of and insists that it is never too early to start building that 
resume.

One of the most obvious perks practising in a regional area is the 
liberty of short commuting times. With the legal profession notorious 
for working long hours it can be difficult to strike a balance between 
working and social life.  The opportunity to walk to work or a 2 
minute drive means that once you walk out of work you don’t have 
the hours of commuting. Further, with the cost of living much lower in 
regional areas than in Melbourne the ability for graduates to 
establish a solid financial base earlier is greatly improved.

For those who are 
interested in some 
facts and figures, 
think about these
Approximately 30% of 
Victoria’s population 
reside outside 
Melbourne. 

As a comparatively small 
state geographically, 
most regional cities are 
within easy reach of each 
other, especially 
Melbourne. 

VLine runs over 1400 
services to regional 
centers each week - and 
not just to commuter 
cities such as Geelong, 
Ballarat or Bendigo. 
Many beautiful towns 
such as Stratford 
Castlemaine and 
Beaufort are connected 
by regular rail services. 

Median house prices at 
March 2013:

•Melbourne - $545,00
•Geelong - $389,000
•Bendigo - $320,000
•Ballarat - $280,000

If you come from a 
regional area few of 
these things will be 
surprising, but for others 
a regional career may be 
worth another look! 



Tips for kick-starting 
your legal career 
From the LIV Young Lawyers Blog

If a client has made a 
complaint, or you have 
made a mistake, always let 
a senior lawyer know 
about it so the situation can 
be mitigated and resolved.

Keep good quality file 
notes for telephone 
conversations, meetings 
and attendances at court.

Be proactive with 
suggestions on files - don’t 
just leave it up to a senior 
to tell you what to do

Always have a clear 
understanding of the legal 
reasoning behind a task, as 
you may be asked to 
explain your work to a 
supervisor or a client.

Be prompt about returning 
calls and responding to 
emails.

Start thinking about your 
‘brand’ from day one - you 
are more than just an 
employee, you will become 
a ‘brand’ by your name!

“It’s important to 
show initiative 
regardless of where 
you desire to begin 
your career. It’s 
important to make 
connections... 
anything to get your 
name out there.”

One of the great added 
challenges of a regional firm is 
that the degree of responsibility 
you are given. Xavier runs his 
his own files and has been 
conducting one-on-one 
interviews with clients since the 
first month of practising. 

In only his first year, Xavier has 
been exposed to Family Law, 
Litigation, Commercial law and 
also Wills and Probate. He 
noted that a major advantage 
of working in a regional firm is 
the ability to specialise in one 
area but still be exposed to 
other areas of law that you are 
interested in.  

Many graduates complete their 
University degree without a 
clear understanding of where 
they would eventually like to 
practice. Gaining exposure to a 
wide range of practice areas 
ensures that graduates do not 
pigeon-hole themselves, or end 
up practising in an area which 
they don’t enjoy. 

It is imperative that graduates 
are working in an area which 
they are passionate about.  

For this reason students should 
aim to gain experience in a 
range of practice areas whilst 
still studying. 

Xavier stressed the need for 
students to start thinking about 
where you want to work in the 
second year of their degree and 
recommended that students gain 
as much experience as possible 
during their degrees. 

“It is vital to build your 
resume early. If you 
want one of the top tier 
Melbourne law firms you 
almost must get a 
summer internship with 
one of them. You cannot 
apply to most for a 
traineeship unless you 
have done so.” 

Xavier also recommended that 
students undertake Law Clinic 
and emphasised the importance 
on networking with family 
friends or any connection can 
give you a great head start. 



A vital aspect of your 
studies in law at Deakin 
University is gaining 
work experience in the 
industry and applying all 
of the knowledge, skills 
and attributes you have 
acquired throughout your 
degree. 

This can often be considered a 
daunting task, however the 
Deakin Law Students’ Society is 
here to advise you that it is not. 
Work experience is an exciting 
part of your studies. You will 
hopefully gain exposure to 
different areas of the law, which 
will assist you in establishing the 
particular areas you may like to 
practice in upon completion of 
your studies. 

Work experience allows 
you to demonstrate your 
potential to the firm and 
is often a pathway to 
your professional career. 

Even if work experience does 
not lead directly to employment 
within a firm, your time will not 
be wasted. Networking is vital 
within the legal industry; you 
may also receive references to 
assist you in your future 
applications. 

As you are undertaking your 
studies in Geelong, you should 
begin locally when looking for 
jobs. You are at a great 
advantage as regional law firms 
often seek regional law 
graduates to employ. Although 
these firms do not always 
advertise, they are certainly 
approachable and you should 
contact them directly to discuss 
the opportunity of completing 
work experience with their firm. 

It is a good idea to prepare a 
list of employers you will contact 
and tick them off as you apply 
to each one. You will often be 
applying to a large group of 
employers and firms so you 
should keep records of 
conversations and 
correspondence. 

Applications should be targeted 
at each individual firm you 
apply to. You should research 
each firm prior to contacting 
them. Be mindful not to simply 
quote their mission statement 
from a website in your 
application. Rather, research 
the areas of law they practice, 
their involvement in the 
community and other stand out 
features that are exclusively 
related to each individual firm. 

The most common approach is 
to contact firms via email. It is 
wise to send a query first, 
asking for the opportunity to 
discuss work experience and 
then subsequently submit your 
application letter and C.V. 
once you have received a 
response.

Your application letter 
should include the 
following as a starting 
point; 

•What are you studying?
•The reason for your 

application - why are you 
applying to that particular 
firm?

•Major areas of interest
•Employable attributes 
 
Always be professional in 
your approach. If a law firm 
declines your application 
you should respect this. 
Thank the firm for taking the 
time to respond to you. 

Do not be discouraged if you 
do not receive a response 
straight away. It may take 
several enquiries before you 
are contacted. I completed 
work experience with a 
regional law firm in 2010 and 
was offered a position the 
following year. I have now 
been an employee of the firm 
for over three years. 

The benefits of work 
experience are endless. You 
should consider completing 
work experience in your first or 
second year of studies if 
possible. This will stand out on 
your C.V when applying for 
traineeships towards the end of 
your studies. 

Good luck applicants!!
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When I walked into the 
reception on the first day 
of my seasonal clerkship 
I was nervous, there’s 
really no other way to 
put it. 

I wanted to make a good 
impression. Instead I was left 
with a lasting impression that 
Harwood Andrews was the 
place I wanted to work when I 
finished my degree. 

At Harwood Andrews I was 
given opportunities that I hadn’t 
expected. I was buddied with a 
graduate who was able to assist 
me with any questions I had, no 
matter how small or menial they 
may have seemed. 

I wasn’t just writing letters to 
clients and other solicitor’s but I 
was developing relationships 
with them, talking to them over 
the phone and helping to solve 
their problems. I found the work 
challenging and rewarding.
 
My days were varied and I was 
given an insight into a broad 
range of practice areas. From 
attending VCAT hearings, 
drafting briefs for counsel, 
assisting lawyers with pro bono 
work (PILCH) and attending 
client meetings I was given a 
view into the life of a Harwood 
Andrews lawyer.
 
The firm culture is 
something that I have 
realised is crucial to 
enjoying your work. 

My experience was that 
nothing was too much. There 
was always someone to help 
me when I needed assistance.  
Lawyers were happy to even 
proof read my letters for me.

During my seasonal clerkship I 
became aware that going 
above and beyond what is 
expected, dedication to clients 
and helping one another to 
develop as a lawyer is just the 
norm at Harwood Andrews.
 
When you think of 
seasonal clerkships or 
interns, people tend to 
assume that the role 
involves photocopying, 
fetching coffee’s and 
pretty much being a 
lackey. 

From what a lot of my friends 
experienced during their 
seasonal clerkships, those 
assumptions can be true. 
However, my experience at 
Harwood Andrews far 
exceeded any expectations I 
had. So when the time to apply 
for seasonal clerkships comes 
around, a clerkship at Harwood 
Andrews is the opportunity that 
you are looking for.
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Photograph courtesy of Harwood Andrews



BJT 
LEGAL

Key dates Practice Areas Contact

Nov/Dec Intake - 
24/11/14- 19/12/14

Jan/Feb Intake - 

12/1/15 - 12/2/15

June/July Intake

TBC

- Family Law
- Wills and Probate
- Litigation
- Corporate Planning
- Mortgages and  
  Finance
- Corporate
- Taxation

38 Lydiard Street, 
South Ballarat
Ph. 03 53338888
Email: 
careers@bjt.com.au

Web: 
www.bjt.com.au 

HR Contact: Stephen 
Drummond

Clerkship/Trainee Program
Summer clerkships are offered on 
an annual basis. Each position is 

usually of a five week duration and 
may be taken before Christmas or 

after the New Year.

This is a fantastic opportunity to 
gain a detailed insight into one or 
more areas of law while working 
closely with a Director or Senior 

Associate of our firm.

BJT Legal has a proud tradition of 
leading the way in the provision of 
legal services to its clients. From its 
beginning over 80 years ago BJT 
Legal has developed a reputation 
for providing their clients with 
specialist advice to achieve the 
best possible outcomes.
Our teams are committed to 
providing quality legal advice that 
adds value and results in practical 
solutions for our clients. We are 
constantly looking for innovative 
ways to achieve our client's aims 
and strive to work with them 
rather than for them.

What we look for
The ability to apply legal 

knowledge with pragmatism in 
order to achieve clients’ objectives. 

Willingness to learn and a 
commitment to regional practice.

mailto:careers@bjt.com.au
mailto:careers@bjt.com.au
http://www.bjt.com.au
http://www.bjt.com.au


HEINZ & 
PARTNERS

Key dates Practice Areas Contact

1st March - 
applications for 
graduate positions 
open

31st May - 
Applications close

15th June - 
Interviews commence

15th July - Offers for 
graduate positions 
are made

- Family Law
- Business Law
- Litigation
- Financial Planning
- Property Law
- Estate Planning and  
  business succession
- Wills and estates

6 Dawson St Nth, 
Ballarat
Ph. 03 53312966
Email: 
jsimpson@heinzlaw.com.au

Web: 
www.heinzlaw.com.au 

HR Contact: Jill 
Simpson

Clerkship/Trainee Program
Heinz & Partners offers a limited number 
of Clerkship / Traineeship Opportunities. 

The firm offers Seasonal Clerkships 
throughout the year. The Seasonal 

Clerkship is for a period of 2 weeks, 
allowing some hands on experience with 
file related matters while working under 

the direction of one of our junior lawyers. 
The Clerk will provide assistance with 
research and other related matters as 

required. 

Heinz & Partners Traineeship program 
provides Graduates with a formal twelve 
month experience. The Trainee completes 
a rotation between the key areas of the 
firm, giving a broad exposure to each 

area of the firm. Each Trainee is assigned 
a mentor to assist them with support and 

guidance during the transition from 
student to lawyer. 

As Ballarat's largest legal firm Heinz & 
Partners provides exceptional services to a 
wide range of business and individual 
clients. Capitalising on the specialist skills 
of our dedicated lawyers we offer a 
comprehensive range of services which 
are second to none.

Centrally located in Ballarat, we have a 
reputation for offering value for money 
without compromising our prompt, 
personalised service to businesses and 
individuals alike. We are continually 
expanding our legal education and are 
proud of the reputations, expertise, talent 
and skills of our lawyers, legal executives, 
paralegals and administrative staff.

What we look for
Heinz & Partners understand the 

importance of offering a prompt, highly 
experienced, value--for-money service to 
our clients, and look for candidates who 

can provide expertise, integrity and 
respect for our clients. 

mailto:careers@bjt.com.au
mailto:careers@bjt.com.au
mailto:careers@bjt.com.au
mailto:careers@bjt.com.au
http://www.bjt.com.au
http://www.bjt.com.au


TAC
Transport 
Accident 

Commission

Key dates Practice Areas Contact

Clerkship 
Applications period 
14/7/14 - 10/8/14

Offers made
7/10/14

Ten clerk positions 
and three 
traineeships are 
offered per year.

The prominent areas 
of practice are 
Administrative Law 
and Torts Law.

60 Brougham St
Geelong VIC 3220
Ph. 03 52257500
Email: 
hr_services@tac.vic
.gov.au

Web: 
www.tac.vic.gov.au 

Clerkship/Trainee Program
The Seasonal Clerkship program 
aims to provide prospective Legal 

Graduate Trainees with an 
opportunity to develop a 

relationship with the TAC, while 
gaining exposure to Personal Injury 
law. Seasonal Clerks also gain an 
understanding of the innovative 
way TAC approaches litigation 

management. These positions are 
based in Geelong.

Ten positions in total are offered 
over the course of the year. Five 
during the Summer and 5 during 

the Winter.

The role of the TAC is to pay for treatment 
and benefits for people injured in transport 
accidents. It is also involved in promoting 
road safety in Victoria and in improving 
Victoria's trauma system. 

TAC lawyers act on behalf of the TAC 
in relation to legal proceedings 
brought at VCAT and in the County 
and Supreme Courts. The TAC 
operates on an in-house legal services 
model. As a result, our lawyers have 
exposure to broad and dynamic 
practice areas including administrative 
law, common law and prosecutions.

The TAC also handles common law 
claims arising from interstate accidents 
which involve Victorian registered 
vehicles.

What we look for
To be successful for a Seasonal 
Clerkship with the TAC, you will 
have a passion for building a 

career with a focus on acting as a 
model litigant, strong 

communication skills and the ability 
to communicate with stakeholders 

effectively. 

mailto:careers@bjt.com.au
mailto:careers@bjt.com.au
mailto:careers@bjt.com.au
mailto:careers@bjt.com.au
http://www.tac.vic.gov.au
http://www.tac.vic.gov.au


Work Experience 
for Law Students @ 
Deakin University

The School of Law's 
compulsory Professional 
Experience requirement 
involves a student 
working in a law-related 
environment. The 
purpose of this 
requirement is to enrich 
the student's formal legal 
education and produce 
graduates with practical 
experience of how the 
law operates. 

All LLB students must 
undertake 30 days 
Professional Experience 
placement in a legal 
related field prior to the 
completion of their 
degree. 

More information can be 
found on the Deakin 
website http://
www.deakin.edu.au/
buslaw/law/students/
professional-exp/
index.php

Brought to you by the 
Deakin Law Students’ Society (Geelong)
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Making sure you’re on the 
right track to success
Chris Webb, Education Officer for the DLSS (Geelong)

When enrolling in units and planning your degree it's 
very important to keep your course requirements in mind. 
To help students meet the requirements, Deakin publishes 
some model degree structures. These list what a 'normal' 
student, studying either 4 or 8 units a year (over 
trimesters 1 and 2 only) would study in each year.

You can complete units in a different order to what is 
listed in the model structure, but it can cause some 
headaches later on (e.g. if you go on exchange and miss 
a second year unit, it may restrict the subjects you can do 
on your return in third year). These model degree 
structures help students by stating the per-requisites for 
each subject and providing a visual representation of a 
degree. 

The model structures for full time, part time and double 
degree students are published the Deakin website. Visit 
http://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-of-laws-law 
to find out more about your options at Deakin University

http://www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/law/students/professional-exp/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/law/students/professional-exp/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/law/students/professional-exp/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/law/students/professional-exp/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/law/students/professional-exp/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/law/students/professional-exp/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/law/students/professional-exp/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/law/students/professional-exp/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/law/students/professional-exp/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/buslaw/law/students/professional-exp/index.php
http://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-of-laws-law
http://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-of-laws-law



